Contrarian theory in investing and trading is based on the idea that markets are driven in large part by crowd behavior. When crowds form around investing themes in the stock market, they push stock prices too high or too low relative to fair value. Contrarians hold that if investment crowds are responsible for the pricing mistakes made by the stock market, it logically follows that you can do better than buy-and-hold if you can detect those situations in which an investment crowd has driven the stock market too high or too low relative to fair value.

The Art of Contrarian Trading shows how to take advantage of the crowd’s periodic bouts of enthusiasm and fear, and make wise investment choices that most others may think are ill-advised. Veteran trader Carl Futia explains the contrarian trader’s principal tool: his media diary. Since major market turning points are almost always foreshadowed by magazine covers and newspaper headlines that turn out to be completely wrong, by monitoring crowd behavior through both quantitative indicators and news media headlines—and with the hindsight of historical examples—a trader or investor will be well equipped to profit from market turning points. Futia shows specifically how the information contained in a media diary can be interpreted and then coordinated with a statistical view of a market’s current and past swings. By looking back at the bull market of 1982–2000, the 2000–2002 bear market, the bull market of 2002–2007, and the crash of 2008, he reveals how his own media diary effectively identified the many valuation mistakes the stock market made during those years. In addition, he explains the development of the theory of contrary opinion, highlights the contributions key individuals made to the theory, briefly discusses several books every contrarian should read, and offers a quick primer on value investing for the contrarian trader.

CARL FUTIA is a trader who runs a highly rated investment/trading blog (carlfutia.blogspot.com). He provides very specific price forecasts for the stock, bond, and various commodity markets. Futia’s main tools are derived from the theory of contrary opinion and box theory. He holds a BA in economics from Yale University, a master’s degree in mathematics from the University of California at Berkeley, and a PhD in mathematical economics from Berkeley as well. Futia has published several papers in theoretical economics in scholarly journals.
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Preface

Why is it so difficult to beat the stock market?
It is easy to see that the market gives us plenty of chances to buy low and sell high. Just look at the history of the past 10 years, 1998 to 2008. During that time the Standard & Poor's (S&P) 500 index has fluctuated between 752 and 1,565. There have been five distinct, substantial swings across this range. The brief panic in 1998 arising from the Russian credit default and the failure of a big hedge fund, Long Term Capital Management, dropped the S&P nearly 20 percent, from 1,187 to 957. Those fears quickly evaporated, and the subsequent climb in prices capped a stock market bubble that was unprecedented in the financial history of the United States. The S&P rose to a high of 1,527 in March 2000, an advance of nearly 1,400 percent from its 1982 low of 102.

The biggest thrills of this stock market roller-coaster ride were yet to come. The S&P dropped nearly 50 percent during the following two years. At the index’s October 2002 low of 777, investors gasped at the shocking collapse of the Internet stocks and feared that corporate accounting statements were meaningless. But the downward rush in stock prices during the preceding two years seemed to generate just the momentum needed to push the market back up to the top of its next hill. During the subsequent five years the S&P more than doubled to a closing high in October 2007 of 1,565.

As the stock market began to edge downward from its 2007 peak, no one could imagine the terrors that lay ahead. Within a year the panic of 2008 had destroyed financial institutions around the world. The rest teetered on the edge of collapse. On November 20, 2008, the S&P closed at 752 after careening downward 52 percent from its high a year earlier. Many people feared that even worse was to come.

In this book I tell you why it is so difficult for the average investor to profit from these roller-coaster swings in stock prices. I explain why it is almost impossible to consistently buy low and sell high and thus do better than the benchmark strategy of the buy-and-hold investor. Along the way
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I hope to help you make an informed choice of your personal investment strategy.

You may decide that attempting to beat the market is not really a good choice for you. The emotional strain involved may just not be worth the effort. Self-knowledge like this is invaluable, worth far more than the price of this book.

Or you may choose to learn the art of contrarian trading. If so, I think you have chosen a difficult path, but I also think you have in your hands the only book in print that can help you achieve this goal.

I am a contrarian trader. I have learned my art the hard way, by making plenty of mistakes, by unknowingly becoming part of the crowd at the wrong time. You see, the reason stock prices move up and down so much is that we all like to join crowds, social groups of like-minded people. When such crowds form around investing themes in the stock market, they push stock prices too high or too low relative to fair value. Why? Crowds suppress the dissenting views of nonmembers and amplify the consensus views of their members. Crowd members act together, not independently, and when this happens the market price strays substantially from fair value.

Economic experts believe that stock prices are much more variable than warranted by fluctuations in corporate profits and dividends. I think that the constant formation and disintegration of investment crowds is responsible for this excessive variability and for the wide range over which stock prices tend to fluctuate.

Another way of putting this is to say that investment crowds are responsible for the pricing mistakes made by Mr. Market. Mr. Market is the subject of an investment parable told by the father of value investing, Benjamin Graham. Mr. Market is at your elbow each day telling you what he thinks your investment portfolio is worth. Many days his estimate seems plausible and justified by business conditions. On many other days Mr. Market lets his enthusiasm or fears run away with him, and the value he proposes seems little short of silly. Investment crowds are responsible for Mr. Market’s periodic bouts of enthusiasm or fear.

If investment crowds are responsible for the pricing mistakes made by the stock market, then it logically follows that you can do better than a buy-and-hold investor if you can detect those situations in which an investment crowd has driven a stock or the entire market too high or too low relative to fair value. The method for doing this that I propose in this book rests on a simple observation.

Crowds develop and grow during a communication process called an information cascade. During an information cascade the print and electronic media focus public attention on recent, dramatic movements in markets and the associated profits and losses of investors. This in turn
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encourages people to put aside their natural skepticism and adopt the investment theme the media are highlighting. As the investment crowd thus grows larger, it pushes the market even further away from fair value and toward a substantial valuation mistake.

I think a contrarian trader can learn to take advantage of Mr. Market’s periodic bouts of enthusiasm and fear by tracking information cascades in the media. I will show you how to do this by keeping a media diary. In the final third of this book I’ll illustrate the use of the contrarian trader's media diary during the turbulent years beginning with the 1987 crash and continuing through the panic of 2008.

I warn you that the journey toward becoming a contrarian trader will be a difficult one with an uncertain end. Most people are simply not cut out to be contrarian traders, for they love the companionship and approval of their fellow investors too much. But if you are prepared to step away from the crowd, to make wise investment choices that the crowd will think silly or ill-advised, then this book is for you. You may also want to follow my contrarian trading views in real time. For these you can look to my blog, which currently can be found at www.carlfutia.blogspot.com.

Each of the following 16 chapters begins with a brief outline of its content. Here I want only to give you a general picture of this book’s structure and the way in which it explains the process of contrarian trading.

Chapters 1 to 5 develop the foundation on which our method will rest. We answer the question of why some speculators win but most lose, and in so doing we identify the successful speculator’s characteristic edge. We will see why investment crowds are responsible for market mistakes and discuss the characteristic behavior of such crowds.

Chapters 6 to 11 explain a practical approach to contrarian trading. Here we learn about the contrarian trader’s principal tool, his media diary. We discover how the information contained in a media diary can be interpreted and then coordinated with a statistical view of a market’s current and past swings. We also develop specific contrarian trading strategies, one for a conservative and another for an aggressive contrarian trader.

In Chapters 12 to 15 we apply the techniques explained in the preceding chapters to the stock market. I kept my own media diary in real time during the years 1987 to 2008. I think you will be surprised to see how effectively it identified the many valuation mistakes the stock market made during those years.

Chapter 16 contains a small number of very brief essays and notes I wrote for my own benefit as I learned to be a contrarian trader. It explains the development of the theory of contrary opinion, highlights the contributions key individuals made to the theory, discusses briefly several books every contrarian should read, and offers comments on back-of-the-envelope value investing for the contrarian trader.